The law of large numbers and its breakdown, the central limit theorem, a central limit theorem with conditioning, and a central limit theorem with random centering are proved for the empirical vector of the Curie-Weiss-Potts model, which is a model in statistical mechanics. The nature of the limits reflects the phase transition in the model.
Introduction
One of the fundamental models in statistical mechanics is the nearest neighbor Potts model. A generalization of the Ising model of ferromagnetism, the Potts model is an important tool in the analysis of a large number of statistical mechanical systems. The survey articles by Wu (1982 Wu ( , 1984 indicate the versatility of this model. Section I.C. of Wu (1982) introduces an approximation to the Potts model, obtained by replacing the nearest neighbor interaction by a mean interaction averaged over all the sites in the model. We call this approximation the Curie-WeissPotts model (see Section 2.1 below). Pearce and Griffiths (1980) and Kesten and Schonmann (1990) discuss two ways in which the Curie-Weiss-Potts model approximates the nearest neighbor Potts model.
The Curie-Weiss-Potts model generalizes the Curie-Weiss model, which is a well known approximation to the Ising model (see Ellis, 1985 , and the references quoted therein). One reason for the interest in the Curie-Weiss-Potts model is its more intricate phase transition structure; namely, a first-order phase transition at the critical inverse temperature compared to a second-order phase transition for the Curie-Weiss model. We will discuss this phase transition in detail below.
Probabilistic limit theorems for the Curie-Weiss model have been treated by a number of people, including Ellis and Newman (1978) , Ellis, Newman and Rosen (1980) , De Coninck (1987) and Comets and Gidas (1988) . The purpose of the present paper is to prove for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model limit theorems that are analogous to those in the first two papers just referenced. Because of the different phase transition structure of the Curie-Weiss-Potts model, these limit theorems differ in some respects from those that hold for the Curie-Weiss model. The Curie-Weiss model and the Curie-Weiss-Potts model are both defined by sequences of finite-volume Gibbs states {P,,p, n = 1,2,. .}. These are probability distributions, depending upon a positive parameter p, of n spin random variables that for the first model may occupy one of two different states and for the second model may occupy one of 4 different states, where q E {3,4,.
.} is fixed. The parameter /3 represents the inverse temperature. For /3 small, the spin random variables are weakly dependent while for p large they are strongly dependent. This change in the dependence structure manifests itself in the phase transition for each model, which may be seen probabilistically by considering law of large numbers-type results.
For the Curie-Weiss model there exists a critical value of /?, denoted by PC. For O< p <PC the sample mean of the spin random variables, K'S,, satisfies the law of large numbers P,,B{np 'S, E dx} + &,(dx) as n + co.
(1.1)
However, for p > PC the law of large numbers breaks down and is replaced by the limit P,,p{n~'S,, E dx} + (i&,,,+$L,,,,)(dx) as n +co, (1.2) where m(P) is a positive quantity. The second-order phase transition for the model corresponds to the fact that lim m(P) = 0, P-P:
lim m'(P) = co. p-a: (1.3) At p =pc, the limit (1.1) holds. For the Curie-Weiss-Potts model there also exists a critical inverse temperature PC. For 0 < /3 < PC the empirical vector of the spin random variables, L,, satisfies the law of large numbers P,,,{L, E dv} + S,o(dy) as n + CD, (1.4) where v0 denotes the constant probability vector (q-', q-l,. 
(1.6) P-P:
At /3 = PC, (1.4) and (1.5) are replaced by the limit where A,> 0, A > 0, ho+ qh = 1, and v'(pJ = limp,,:
vi(p). The large deviation behavior of the Curie-Weiss model is studied in Section IV.4 of Ellis (1985) and in Orey (1988) . The latter paper also studies the large deviation behavior of the Curie-Weiss-Potts model and as a consequence of this behavior derives limits that imply (1.4) and (1.5) (see his Theorem 4.3). Theorem 4.3 in Orey (1988) also implies a limit of the form (1.4) at /3 = PC. However, this is incorrect, as Theorem 2.3 below will show. Note added in proof has a related comment.
The three models, Curie-Weiss, Curie-Weiss-Potts, and Ising, represent three levels of difficulty for statistical mechanical model. Their large deviation behaviors may be analyzed in terms of the three respective levels of large deviations for i.i.d. random variables; namely, the sample mean, the empirical vector, and the empirical field. These and related issues are discussed in Ellis (1989) .
In Section 2 of the present paper, the limit theorems for the Curie-Weiss-Potts model are stated. They include the limits (1.4), (1.5) and (1.7) (Theorem 2.3), the central limit theorem for L,, for 0 < j3 < PC (Theorem 2.4), a central limit theorem with conditioning for L, for /3 2 PC (Theorem 2.5), and a central limit theorem with random centering for L, for p 3 PC (Theorem 2.6). Limit theorems for the sample mean are direct consequences (see end of Section 2). The physical meaning of the limit theorems may be explained as in Section I of Ellis, Newman and Rosen (1980) . Section 3 of the present paper derives a number of lemmas that are applied in Section 4 to prove the limit theorems. The nature of these limits depends on the location of the global minimum points of an auxiliary function GB(n) defined in (2.7) (see Theorem 2.1). We will prove Theorem 2.1 in Section 5.
Statement of main results
Let q >3, (~2 1 be fixed integers and {0', i = 1,2, . . . , q} q distinct vectors in KY'. _X denotes the set { 0', e2, . . . , O"} and a,,, n E { 1,2, . . .}, the set of sequences {w: w = (Wl,W2,..., co,),
each wi E X}. The Curie-Weiss-Potts model is defined by the sequence of probability measure on R,,, n = 1,2,. . . , The choices q = 2, u = 1, 0' = -1, f3* = 1 yield a model that is equivalent to the Curie-Weiss model. Our main interest in this paper is in limit theorems, with respect to P,,p, for the empirical A key to the analysis of the Curie-Weiss-Potts model is the fact that
where ( *, *) denotes the Rq-inner product. The specific Gibbs free energy for the model is the quantity I+!@) defined by the limit
A straightforward large deviation analysis shows that -/w(P) = SUP ap(v) (2.4) ue.l where
Convex duality (see, e.g., Eisele and Ellis, 1983 , Appendix C) yields the alternate representation P$(P)=min Gp(U)+logq, (2.6) Uilw' where G,(u) =$(u, u)-log 5 epu,.
(2.7)
The function Go(n) will be important in our derivation of limit theorems for L, since the distribution of L, may be expressed directly in terms of this function (see Lemma 3.2). The nature of the limits depends on the location of the global minimum points of GP( u) and on the behavior of Go(n) in a neighborhood of these points.
Global minimum points exist since G,(U) >const.)/u(]' as IIuII -+a. Our first result, Theorem 2.1, concerns the location of the global minimum points of Go(n) for arbitrary values of p > 0. Kesten and Schonmann (1990) show that for all 0 < p <PC and all /3 > PC the function ap( V) in (2.4)-(2.5) has the same global maximum points (see their Lemma 6). These global maximum points are also given without proof in Section 1.C of Wu (1982) . However, neither of these references treats Gp( u) or the case /3 = PC. We will prove Theorem 2.1 in Section 5.
We denote by 4(s) the function mapping s E [0, l] into [WY defined by
the last (q -1) components all equal qP'( 1 -s). 
a) The quantity s(p) is well-defined. It is positive, strictly increasing, and diflerentiable in p on an open interval containing [PC, CO), s(pJ =(q-2)/(q-l), and
limPr,, s(p) = 1. (b) Define Y'= 4(O) = (q-l, q-', . . . , 4
-l). Forp *PC, define V'(P) = +(s(p)) and let v'(p), i = 2,. . . , q, denote the points in Iw" obtained by interchanging the first and ith coordinates of V'(P). Then {u")
for O<P<P,,
For p >pC, the points in KP are all distinct. lhe point v'(/?J equals 4(s(pC)) = 4((4 -2)l(q-1)).
We denote by D'G,(u) the Hessian matrix {a'Go(u)/aUi du,, i, j = 1,2,. . . , q} of Go at U. The nondegeneracy of G, at each of its global minimum points is stated next and will be proved in Section 3 (after Lemma 3.3).
Proposition 2.2. For any /3 > 0 let C denote a global minimum point of GP( u). Then

D2G0 (C) is positive definite.
We now turn to the limit theorems, which will be proved in Section 4. The first limit theorem gives the law of large numbers and its breakdown for the empirical vector L,. Parts (a) and (b) are implied by Theorem 4.3 of Orey (1988) . as n + 00.
Thenfor/I=P,,
Given A a non-negative semidefinite q x q matrix, we denote by N(0, A) the joint normal distribution on [w" with mean 0 and covariance matrix A. The next result states the central limit theorem for 0 < /? < PC. In order to obtain central limit-type theorems for /3 2 PC, L, must be conditioned to lie in a suitably small neighborhood of a global minimum point of Gp (u). 
1=,
For simplicity, we assume that (T = 1, i.e. that each 8' is a real number. We write 0 = (e', 19~, . . . , 0"). Here are the limits that follow from Theorem 2.3(b) and Theorem 2.5. The other limits are easily worked out. For /3 > PC, the quantities (8, v'(p) ) are all distinct. For p z= PC, any global minimum point V of G,, and all sufficiently small F > 0, P,,,{J;;(sn -(0, 4) E dx 1 Is, -(e, 3 < ~1
The limit is nondegenerate.
Preliminary results needed to prove the limit theorems
Before proving the limit theorems, we establish a series of lemmas involving the function
The first lemma gives a useful lower bound on Gp( u). The elementary proof is omitted. The next lemma expresses the distribution of the empirical vector L,(w) in terms of G,(u).
The coordinate functions {q, i = 1,2, . . , n} are assumed to have the joint distribution P,,p defined in (2.1). and W is independent of {wi, i = 1,2,. . . , n}. Then for any points m E Ry and y E R and any n = 1,2,. . . ,
where P,,(dw) =nr=, p(dw,). Given 5~ [WY, let A, = n'-'{+ nm E KY'. Then The change of variables u = t + y in the last integral gives (3.
2)
The inner integral may be evaluated to give [I:=, epu~'n]nq-n. Thus
Taking 5 + (+a, . . . , +CO) gives an equation for 2, (p), which when substituted back into the last display completes the proof. 0
In the next lemma we give a bound on certain integrals that recur in the proofs of the limit theorems. proof. There exists cy > 0 such that Gp( u) 2 Gp + CY for all u E V. Pick M > 0 so large that for every n = 1,2,. . . , (q-l, q-l,. . . ,qpl) . This completes our presentation of lemmas. We now turn to the proofs of the limit theroems.
Proofs of the limit theorems
Theorem 2.3 states the limit in distribution of L, for 0 < p <PC, p > PC and p = PC (parts (a), (b) and (c), respectively). Parts (a) and (b) were proved in Orey (1988) . for some E > 0. We now multiply the numerator and denominator on the right-hand side of (4.1) by nq'2 ena p and write each integral over [WY as sums of integrals over B(uO, 6), over B( v'(pJ, 6), i = 1,2,. . . , q, and over V,. Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4(b) (with r= 0) applied to Vg and to ~7 = v", 17 = v'(pJ, i = 1,2,. . . , q, yield that where ~~ = (det D2GP,( v'))-"~ and K, = (det D2GP,( v'(PJ))-"~.
We prove part (c). The same technique would also yield parts (a) and (b).
Proof of Theorem 2.3(c)
By symmetry, K1 = K2 = . * . = Kq. SinCe n -"2 W+ 0, the proof is complete. 0
We next prove the central limit theorem, Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. According to Lemma 3.2, for each t E Rq
We multiply the numerator and denominator on the right-hand side by enGo and write each integral over Ry as an integral over B(0, &b,) and over Rq\B (O, d&b,) , where b. = b,,ll is defined in Lemma 3.4. The change of variables x = fi(u -v") converts the two integrals over Rq\B (O, fib,) into integrals to which the bound in Lemma 3.3 may be applied. Using Lemma 3.4(b), we see that
Since W and L, are independent and it follows that
According to the proof of Proposition 2.2, [D'G,( v")]-' -/X11 has a simple eigenvalue at 0 and an eigenvalue of multiplicity q -1 at l/(q -p), which is positive since 0 < p < PC < q. Hence the covariance matrix is non-negative semidefinite and has rank q -1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. q
We now turn to the proof of the central limit theorem with conditioning, stated in Theorem 2.5. We consider the case /3 > PC. The proof for p = PC, which requires only minimal changes in notation, will be omitted. Integrating e(',x) with respect to this measure over Ry and changing variables x = fi(u -fi) completes the proof. 0
, n}. Then for any t E [WY,
E{exp[(t, W-t&CL, -4)ll = exp[ -fi( t, C)] . I exp[-$np(u, u>+fi(t, u)]Z,,(u, V, 6) du R" -1 X exp[-inP(u, u)IL(u, c, 6) du ,
Proof of Theorem 2.5 for p > & (continued).
Fix f E W and choose bi = bv~cPj > 0 in accordance with Lemma 3.4, i = 1,2, . . . , q. In particular, for all b E (0, bi], In both the numerator and denominator of the right-hand side of (4.2), write Rq = B ( V, b,) u B"(F, b,) . In the integral over B ( V, b,) , replace Z,, (u, 5, 6) by exp[ ncp( u)] -Z', (u, Y, 6 
B' (G,h,) We recall that V = v'(p). We will prove that for the given t and for t = 0, .7) (4.8)
for some constants e, > 0 and F~> 0. Given these two bounds, we take the limit n -+oo in (4.6) and apply (4.3) to J,,(t, b,, i;). It follows that
By the assumptions on W, for p>pC.
this will complete the proof of the limit in Theorem 2.5
We will prove (4.7) and (4.8) for the given f. The proofs for t = 0 are the same. (4.10)
It follows from (4.9), (4.10) and the bound In(u, V, 6)5e"'p'"' (see (4.4)) that M,, (t,b,,v,6) 
In order to complete the proofs of (4.7)-(4.8), we need the following lemma. 
K,( t, bi, v'(p), a) = O(e-"?) as n + co. (4.12)
Suppose that the lemma has been shown. Then (4.12) with i = 1 and (Y = 6 yields (4.7). Apply Lemma 3.3 to the first term on the right-hand side of (4.11) and apply (4.12) with a = d(P) --6 to each term in the sum on the right-hand side of (4.11).
This yields (4.8).
The proof of the limit in Theorem 2.5 for /3 > PC will be complete once we prove We now bound K, (t, b, , C, a) -K, (t, b, V, CY) . This is given by an expression as in (4.5) '(0, d'%b) , it follows that K, (t,b,,v,cu)-K,(t,b,v,(Y)=O(e-nfO) as n+cc for some co> 0. This estimate combined with (4.17) completes the proof of the lemma. q
Proof of Theorem 2.5 for p > & (concluded).
The eigenvalues of D 'G,( v'(p) ) for p > PC are given in the proof of Proposition 2.2. It follows that the limiting covariance matrix in Theorem 2.5 is non-negative semidefinite and has rank q -1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5 for p > PC. 0
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The proof is based in part on ideas used in the proof of Lemma 6 in the paper by Schonmann and Kesten (1990) . That lemma locates the global maximum points of the function 'up(v) in (2.4)-(2.5) for O< p <PC and for /3 > /3,. We divide our analysis into three cases: (i) O<p ~4(q -1)/q, (ii) 4(q -1)/q <p 4 q, (iii) p > q. We treat these in the order (i), (iii) and (ii).
Case ( 
111.
We claim that the continuous function p H R, (&I)) is strictly decreasing.
To prove this, note that for 4(q-l)/qGP, <P2Sq, we have s,(/~~)<s,(/?~)< s2(P,) < ~0~). Hence a&,(s)las <O for s E LsAPr), s&)), and so Rp2(s2(Pr)) > RBz(s2(P2)). Since for fixed s the function p H Ro(s) is strictly decreasing, we have Rpl(s2(P,)) > RpZ(s2(P,)). It follows that Rp,(~2U31)) > RP2(s2(P2)). This proves the claim.
For P =4(q -1)/q, &(sAP))
. P is osi t ive; for /3 = q, s,(p) = 0 and thus Rp(sz(p)) is negative. Hence there exists a unique value of /3* E (4(q-1)/q, q) such that Rp*(s2(/3*)) = 0. We conclude that s(p) = 0 for /3 E (4(q -1)/q, P*), that s(P*) = s2(p*), and that s(p)> s2(/3) for p E (p*, q]. The implicit function theorem implies that s(p) is differentiable and strictly increasing for p E (p", q). The differentiability of s(p) at /3 = q is proved similarly.
This completes the proof of (a) except for the assertions involving PC, which are Define the convex function g(x) = -log x+ px for x > 0, which has a unique minimum point at x = l/p. The equations (5.3) imply that g( Vi) = g( C,) for i = 2,. . . , q. We consider separately the case 6, s l//3 and the case Pi > l/p.
If C, c l//3, then the equation g(x) = g( C,) has no solution in (0, C,). Hence the equations g( Pi) = g( 6,) and V, c V, imply Vi = V,, i = 2,. . . , q. Since V E MO, it follows that 6, = l/q for i = 1,2,. . . , q, and thus V = 4(O).
If C, > l/p, then the equation g(x) = g( V,) has a unique solution in (0, V,), denoted by Go. Since Vi c V, we must have V, = Co or fi, = V, for i = 2,. . . , q. We show that V, = V0 for i = 2,. . . , q. If the latter does not hold, then there is an index j E {2,3,. . . , q} such that V, = C,. Set a = 2V, and consider the function H(x)= G, (x, i;,, . . . , vi-,, a-x, v,,,, . . , Y,) .
Since C is a global minimum point of G,(u) and V, = ti,, we see that x =$I is a global minimum point of H(x) in (0, a). On the other hand, by direct calculation d2H($)/dx2 = 2(1 -@fir), which is negative if fir > l/p. This means that x =$a cannot be a global minimum point of H(x) in (0, a). The contradiction shows that Ci = V0 for i = 2, . . . , q. Since V E MO, the number s = 1 -qGo is in (0,l) and fi = 4(s).
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we study the global minimum points of the function A,(s)=G,(~(s))=t~ [(l+(q-l) We study the global minimum points of AD(s) = Gp (4(s)) for three different ranges of p: (i) 0 <p < p", (ii) /3* < /3 < q, (iii) /3 > q.
Case (i). 0 <p s p*. According to the proof of (a), for p E (0, P*) Rp(s) is positive for all s E (0, 1) and R&s)>0 for all s E (0, l)\{(q -2)/[2(ql)]}. By (5.4), it follows that 0 is the unique global minimum point of Ap(s) for s E [0, 1).
Case (ii). p* < /3 < q. According to the proof of (a), for p E (/3*, q) both 0 and and s=(q--2)l(q-l)
We conclude that the former value gives PC and the latter value gives s(pJ. This completes the proof of (b), and so it completes the proof of the theorem. 0
Note added in proof. This note concerns the paper by Orey (1988) , which was mentioned in the Introduction of the present paper. Case (i) of Orey's Theorem 4.3 is indeed correct for 0 < p < PC and case (ii) is correct as stated (p > PC). However, j3 = PC should be treated separately as a third case. Similar remarks apply to Orey's Theorem 4.4.
